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PROGRAM 

Carnival Overture, Op. 92 

Piano Concerto in G Major 

Al/egramente 

Adagio 
Presto 

Kevin Noe, conductor 

Jennifer Ruland, soloist 

INTERMISSION 

Suite from "The Firehird" ( 1919) 

Introduction 
The Firebird and its Dance 

Variation of the Firebird 

The Princesses' Round 

Infernal Dance of King Kastchei" 

Berceuse 
Finale 

Antonin Dvorak 
(1841-1904) 

Maurice Ravel 

(1875-1937) 

Igor Stravinsky 

(1882-1971) 

Tonight's performance of the Suite from "The Firebird" 
completes the Shepherd School Symphony Orchestra's 

three-year cycle of Stravinsky's landmark ballets: 
The Firebird, Petrouchka, and The Rite of Spring. 
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Tiffany Modell Robin Creighton 

Lisa McCormick Michael Waters Percussion ., 
Tomasz Golka Stephanie Zelnick Rebecca Carrington Nathan Davis 

.. "' Jeanine Tiemeyer 
Christina Nahabedian Matthew Gold 

Kristen Anthony 
Nicholas Anton E-flat Clarinet Joanna Nelson 

Jonathan Swartz 
MonaRashad Allison Braid Jacob DeVries Michael Sharkey 

Robert Howard Deirdre Urano 
'\..1 

Lisa Vosdoganes Bassoon Joel Woodson 
Violin n .... 
Colleen Brannen, Ellen Rose William Hunker 

>I principal Rebecca Gilmore Scott Phillips Orchestra Manager 

Alice Miller Martin Merritt - .., John Anderson 
Double Bass Horn 

Gabrielle Stebbins 
Pamela Lopes, Wade Butin Orchestra Librarian 

Eugenia Wie 
principal Kelly Daniels Ellen Rose 

Joanna Winters 
Alain Malo Stephen Foster 

~1 Shen Yeh 
Chris Windham Tricia Giesbrecht Library Assistants 

~ Rolanda Shine 
Judith Yaldatel Rebecca Novak Aaron Bielish 

Yi Ching Fong 
Sandor Ostlund Jeffrey Rogers Sharon Neufeld 

~-- Joel Reist 
Matthew Fuller 

Christopher Simison 
George Warnock Rebecca Novak 

Andrew Cheung 
Robert Stiles 

Robert Rohwer 
Jeffrey Issokson 

Robert Rohwer 
Trumpet Anne Schlossmacher 

f'. Angela Marroy Mark Austin Lisa Waters ... Gary Hung Flute George Chase 
Vanessa Cook Elizabeth Buck Dennis de Jong Stage Assistants .... . Julie Duncan John Urness Mark Barnette 
Viola Kris Guthrie Jacob DeVries 
Eberhard Stoll, Elana Hoffman Trombone Nathaniel Dickey 

~:~ 
principal Susan Kerbs Nathaniel Dickey Edward Martinez 

Alexis Bacon Don Immel Michael Sundell 
Anne Schlossmacher Piccolo Car/Muller Joel Reist 
Andrew Weaver Julie Duncan Jimmy Nowell Chris Windham ..., 
Stephanie Griffin Kris Guthrie 

WINDS, BRASS, AND PERCUSSION LISTED ALPHABETICALLY. 

STRING SEATING CHANGES WITH EACH CONCERT. 



PROGRAM NOTES 

Carnival Overture, Opo 92 . . Antonin Dvorak 

Antonin Dvorak had achieved great fame as a composer by the 1890s, having 
completed all but one of his symphonies, the forthcoming From the New World. 
After completing the Dumky Trio, Op. 90, Dvorak began work on an orchestral 
work, a triple overture, titled Nature, Life, and Love, the three parts of which he 
later renamed In Nature's Realm (Op. 91}, Carnival (Op. 92), and OtheUo (Op. 93). 

These overtures, composed between March 1891 and January 189 2, present three 
aspects of the divine life-giving force that the composer designated as "Nature," 
and which served not only to create and sustain life, but also, in its negative phase, 
to destroy it. In order to emphasize that the overtures had a common root, he linked 
them with a single Nature theme, which is presented in the first two overtures in a 
pure diatonic form, and is distorted in the third. 

Dvorak had abstained from writing the contemporary type of program music 
popular throughout Europe, imagining his cycle of overtures more in the style of 
Beethoven, Weber, and Mendelssohn. In a way, they are a "symphony without a slow 
movement," in the style of Robert Schumann's Overture, Scherzo and Finale. The 
cycle is the only group of overtures Dvorak composed which were solely for per
formance in symphony concerts, completely divorced from any opera or stage pro
duction. 

Carnival Overture is composed in a three-part form. The outer sections are in 
fori ant style, a folk genre of Ukrainian origin characterized by a quick tempo and 
shifted rhythmical stress. The middle section contains the theme of Nature and of
fers a striking contrast to the ebullient music of the outer areas. The overture was 
dedicated to the University of Prague, and the first performance took place on April 
28, 1892, highlighting Dvorak's last European concert before he left for America. 

Piano Concerto in G Major Maurice Ravel 

Similarly, Maurice Ravel had gained international fame by the time he began 
work on his Piano Concerto in G Major, with L' Enfant et les sortileges, premiered 
in 19 25, solidifying his reputation as a brilliant orchestrator and composer. Much 
of Ravel's career is associated with the piano, both as a performer and as a com
poser. Not only did he gain fame by orchestrating the works of others, of which 
perhaps Mussorgsky's Pictures at an Exhibition is the most famous, but Ravel of 
ten composed his own works first for the piano, only later orchestrating them. In the 
late 1920s, after much touring, Ravel was commissioned by Paul Wittgenstein, who 
had lost his right arm in the First World War, to compose a piano concerto for the 
left hand. This project kindled Ravel's own performing desires, and he decided to 
compose a two-handed concerto that he himself could play. Ravel began working on 
the two different concertos simultaneously. "Planning the two piano concertos si
multaneously was an interesting experience," Ravel wrote. "The one in which I 
shall appear as interpreter is a concerto in the truest sense of the word: I mean that 
it is written very much in the same spirit as those of Mozart and Saint-Saens. The 
music of a concerto should, in my opinion, be light-hearted and brilliant, and not 
aim at profundity or at dramatic effects. It has been said of certain great classics 
that their concertos were not written 'for,' but 'against' the piano. I heartily agree." 



Originally, Ravel had planned to call the two-hand concerto, "Divertissement," 

ut later decided that the title Concerto was sufficient. The concerto for the left hand 

'as very different, containing many jazz effects, and the textures were thicker. Ravel 

~anted to give the impression that the work was written for both hands, and for that 

eason, resorted to the style that is much nearer to that of the "solemn kind oftra

Utional concerto." 
Work on the G Major concerto was resumed after the completion of the Concerto 

or Left Hand, in August 1930. Because of illness, a full year was to lapse before 

~ave/ was able to complete it. By the date of the work's premiere, on January 14, 

1932, in Paris, Ravel decided, that despite many hours of practicing, the task was 

)eyond him. Marguerite Long, the well-known French pianist, premiered the work, 

znd the score is dedicated to her. 

The origins of the G Major Concerto go back to 1911, where as Gustave Sama

~euilh, a close friend of Ravel's, points out, there were very advanced sketches for 

~work for piano and orchestra to be called Zaspiak Bat (The Seven Provinces). 

This composition used Basque themes and the influence of Basque folk music is ap

parent in the opening movement of the Concerto. As Ravel noted, the concerto 

"contains effects borrowed from jazz, but only in moderation." Following a three

movement Classical pattern, the work displays the technical skills of the pianist in 

the outer movements, and the slow middle movement emphasizes simplicity. The 

uniqueness of the work can be found in the "splashes of orchestral color," painting 

a variety of sounds between the soloist and the orchestra. 

The premiere of the concerto was greeted with such great enthusiasm that the 

last movement was repeated as an encore. 

Suite from "The Firebird" . . Igor Stravinsky 

Igor Stravinsky was still a young composer when he began work on the score for 

the ballet, The Firebird. He had been asked by Serge Diaghilev, the famous impre

sario, to compose a score in a new style that combined aspects of opera and ballet. 

The need for this new style was economic, as Diaghilev's company was facing bank

ruptcy after his first Saison russe in Paris in 1909. Critics said that if the Russian 

Ballet was to continue to have a raison d' etre in Paris, it would have to emulate 

more seductively erotic Russian art. Diaghilev's refonnist choreographer, Mikhail 

Fokine, was determined to meet the challenge. The choice of the Russian folk-tale 

of the Firebird was the perfect metaphor for the situation: the Firebird, a mystical 

figure, appears to save Russian Prince Ivan from an evil sorcerer, Kastchei: Ivan 

had entered Kastchef's kingdom in pursuit of a maiden and was about to be petri

fied by Kastchei" when he remembered the golden feather of the Firebird, whom he 

had met earlier while pursuing the Firebird into Kastchef's garden. When Ivan waves 

the feather to summon the Firebird, the secret of Kastchef's immortality is revealed. 

The Firebird directs Ivan to a casket where an egg containing Kastchei"'s death is 

found and destroyed. All the males who had entered the kingdom previously are 

unpetrified, the maidens are freed, and Ivan and his maiden, Tsarevna, are united. 

In The Firebird Stravinsky was driven by the desire to blend styles. One means 

of accomplishing this was to incorporate aspects of operatic recitative and aria. 

Guided by Fokine, the ballet contained a more regular, consistent and dramatically 

effective alternation of mimed and danced episodes which corresponded to recita

tive and aria-like sections, respectively. This method was developed even more ex

tensively in the collaborations which followed, Petrouchka (1911) and The Rite of 

Spring (1913) . 



Stravinsky also made use of folk-tunes, a popular Russian operatic tradition, in 

The Firebird. The composer used these melodies for his human characters and 

chose more chromatic harmonies and melodies for the super-human ones. In a 

sense, Stravinsky created a series of leitmotifs, helping to bridge the genres of ballet 

and opera. The folksong quotations in The Firebird were khorovods (round dances) 

and the protyazhnaya (a melismatic lyric song), the most widely exploited of all 

folk genres in 19th Century Russia. 

Stravinsky's creative style is apparent in The Firebird's orchestral timbres, in 

rich chromatic harmonies, and in the complicated rhythms found throughout the 

score. The violin glissandi of the opening section show some of Stravinsky's own or

chestrational invention. The Firebird covers most of the ground of his apprentice 

works and is the first work of Stravinsky's artistic maturity. It was a complete success 

at its premiere on June 25,1910, and Stravinsky immediately became an interna

tional figure. The concert suite was produced in 1911 and was revised twice, once in 

1919, which is the version being performed this evening, and again in 1945. 

- Notes by Robert Stiles 
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KEVIN NOE received his bachelor's degree in trumpet performance from the 

University of North Texas. During the summer of 1993, Mr. Noe appeared as a guest 

conductor with the Spokane Symphony Orchestra of Washington and studied con

ducting with Gunther Schuller. This summer he received the MauriceAbravanel Fel

lowship as a conductor at the Tanglewood Music Center. While there he studied with 

Gustav Meier, Robert Spano, and Seiji Ozawa. Currently Mr. Noe is working on his 

master's degree in orchestral conducting at the Shepherd School as a student of 
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JENNIFER RULAND performs this evening as a 1994 winner of the Shepherd 

School Concerto Competition. She received her Bachelor of Music degree from the 

New England Conservatory of Music in 1992 and is currently studying for a mas

ter's degree at The Shepherd School of Music as a student of Robert Roux. Miss 
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UPCOMING ORCHESTRA CONCERTS 

Wednesday, February 15,8:00 p.m. 

SHEPHERD SCHOOL 

CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 

Larry Rachleff, conductor 

Program: Brenton Broadstock In A 

Brilliant Blaze; J. S. Bach Concerto 

for Oboe d!4more (Robert Atherholt, 

soloist); and Beethoven Symphony 

No. 6 in F Major, ~~Pastoral." 

Stude Concert Hall, Free Admission 

Friday, February 17, 8:00p.m. 

SHEPHERD SCHOOL 

SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

Larry Rachleff, conductor 

Program: Messiaen Exotic }Jirds; 

and Bruckner Symphony No. 7. 

Stude Concert Hall, Free Admission 
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